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Abstract
We present evidence for the existence of the strange b-flavoured meson B~ in a data
sample of 470 628 hadronic Z0 decays recorded with the OPAL detector at LEP. A signal
of 18.3±5.2(stat.)±0.9(syst.) D;;-£+ pairs (or charge conju,gate, R=e or R=Jl) is found after
background subtraction, where the D, meson is detected in the </)'lr and K*°K final states.
Interpreting this signal as coming from the semileptonic deeay B~ --+ D; e+ v X and combining
the two decay modes of the D., we find J(b--+ B~) · B(B~--+ D;;-R+vX) · B(D;;---+ </>7r-)=
(3.9±l.l(stat.)±0.8(syst.))x10-\ where J(b--+ B~) is the fraction of b quarks that result in
a B~ meson in Z0 decays. This signal for the B~ is supported by our observation of an excess
of 147±48 inclusive D, mesons in the </>1r and K*°K modes above the number expected from
B0 and B+ decays and from the fragmentation of primary c quarks. In addition, a search is
made for the exclusive decay B~--+ JflP</>. Based on one candidate event the 90% confidence
level upper limit is determined to be f(b-+ B~) · B(B~ -+Jj./J</>) < 0.22%.
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1

Introduction

Decays of the Z0 boson provide a copious source of b hadrons. Signals for b baryons have been
reported by LEP experiments [1 ]. The existence of the B~ meson 1 (quark composition bs) is
indicated by the large mixing effect observed in the neutral B meson system at high energy
e+e- and hadron colliders [2]; signals ascribed to semileptonic decays of the B~ have recently
been reported [3]. The identification of the B~ meson will allow the measurements of the B~
lifetime and of B~B~ mixing, which provides information on the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
matrix element IYtsl [4].
We consider three different methods for establishing the existence of the B~ meson. The first
method is via the decay B~ __.. D;: e+ v X ( R = e or R = p, ). In the spectator model description
of B~ decays, this process is expected to dominate the semileptonic decays of the B~, for which
the branching ratio is ~11% [5]. The lepton produced in semileptonic b hadron decays is characterised by a large momentum and a large momentum component transverse to the direction
of the b hadron. The requirement of such a lepton in an event highly suppresses Z0 decays into
light flavours. Thus the B~ can be effectively tagged through its decay B~ __.. D;:f+vx. Furthermore, the semileptonic decay B~ __.. D;: f+ v X results in a distinct correlation between the
electric charge of the D, meson and that of the charged lepton: only D;: f+ is formed, whereas
D;: is forbidden, when the lepton stems from a direct decay of the b quark. Background
contributions from other processes can be estimated.

e-

The second method is based on an investigation of the inclusive production of D, mesons in
Z decays. The branching ratio for the inclusive decay B~--+ D;:X is expected to be large [6].
If the B~ is produced at the expected rate [7], an excess of inclusive D, production above the
contribution from B+, B0 decays and charm quark fragmentation should be visible in hadronic
decays of the Z0 •
0

Finally, we consider the exclusive B~ decay into the Jf,p<P final state. The decay B~ __,.Jj,p<P
provides a clean channel in which to search for the B~ directly, although the branching ratio is
expected to be rather small [8].
In this paper, we report on an observation of an excess in the yield of D;: e+ pairs above
the expected background. This excess is interpreted as evidence for semileptonic decays of
the B~ meson. As corroborating evidence for the B~ we also report an excess of inclusive D,
production above the expectation from B+, B0 and primary c quarks. In addition, we describe
a search for the exclusive channel B~ __..J/'1/J<f>.

2

The OPAL detector and hadronic event selection

The OPAL detector has been described in detail in a previous publication [9]. The detector
components relevant to the current analyses are described briefly below.
Tracking of charged particles is performed by the central detector consisting of a jet chamber,
1 Both

charge conjugate states are implied throughout this paper.
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a vertex detector and chambers measuring the z coordinate 2 of tracks as they leave the barrel
region of the jet chamber. The central detector is positioned inside a solenoidal coil, which
provides a uniform magnetic field of 0.435 T. The momentum resolution obtained in the barrel
region is ap.(p1 = ,j(0.02) 2 + (0.0015 · p1 )2, where p1 is the momentum of the charged tracks
in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis. In addition to tracking charged particles, the jet
chamber provides up to 159 charge samples, resulting in a measurement of the ionisation energy
loss of charged particles, which may be used for particle identification. The z coordinates of
tracks may be determined from charge division measurements on the jet chamber sense wires,
from the vertex detector wires inclined at stereo angles, from hits in the z measuring chambers
and, for tracks that pass through the ends of the jet chamber, from the position of the last jet
chamber wire hit. One of the latter two measurements is available for approximately 90% of
the tracks, resulting in a polar angle resolution of 0.25-2.7 mrad [10]. The coil is surrounded by
a time-of-flight counter array and a lead-glass electromagnetic calorimeter with a presampler.
Outside the electromagnetic calorimeter is the instrumented return yoke of the magnet, forming
the hadron calorimeter, beyond which are muon chambers.
This analysis is based on data recorded with the OPAL detector during the 1990 and
1991 LEP running periods. The data were collected in e+e- annihilation at centre-of-mass
energies between 88.3 and 94.3 GeV. The selection criteria of hadronic Z0 decay events have
been described in detail elsewhere [11]. The efficiency of the hadronic event selection criteria
is determined to be (98.4±0.4)%. After data quality and detector performance requirements,
470 628 events remain in the data sample.

3

Particle identification

The identification of hadron species in this paper relies on ionisation energy loss (dE/dx) measurements in the jet chamber [12] in the region I cos OJ < 0.94. A rr-K separation of at least
2 standard deviations is obtained, for example, for particles with momenta between 2 and
20 GeV/c in the region JcosiJI < 0.7. Only particles with more than 20 dEfdx samples are
identified and used in this analysis. Two levels of identification are used which are defined as
follows. We consider a particle as being consistent with a specific particle type if its dE/dx
value is within 3 standard deviations of the expected dE/ d.~ for that particle hypothesis with
the given momentum. For part of the analysis, positive identification of a kaon, with rejection
of pions, is used. Positive identification requires that a particle have a dE/ dx value within 2
standard deviations of the expected dEfdx value for a kaon., and more than 1 standard deviation below the dEfdx expected for a pion. Positive identification is used only for particles with
momenta greater than 2 GeV/c, hence avoiding the regions where dE/dx values for various
particle species overlap. The positive identification criteria reject more than 84% of the pions
according to a Monte Carlo simulation (see section 5.1), and are applied whenever ambiguities
between a kaon and a pion can confuse the background with the signal. The efficiency for
particle identification is about 95% for the consistency criterion, and ranges from 74% to 84%
for the positive identification of charged kaons in the kinematic range relevant to this analysis,
2A

right-handed coordinate system is adopted by OPAL, where the x axis points to the centre of the LEP
ring, and positive z is along the electron beam direction. The angles (J and¢ are the polar and azimuthal angles,
respectively.
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as described in sections 4 and 5.
The electron identification procedure used in this paper is the same as that described in a
previous publication [13], and more details are given in ref. [14]. Only electrons in the angular
range Icos Bl < 0. 7 are identified. The electron identification procedure uses dE I dx measured
in the jet chamber, shower shape information from the electromagnetic calorimeter and presampler, and El p, where E is the energy deposited in the calorimeter around the extrapolated
position of the central detector track of momentum p. Furthermore, electron candidates which
are identified as arising from photon conversions are rejected. In the kinematic range relevant
to this analysis (see section 5), the electron identification efficiency is approximately 55%; the
probability of misidentifying a hadron as an electron ranges from 0.003% at p ~ 3 GeV lc to
0.1% at p > 10 GeVIc.
Muons are identified by associating central detector tracks with track segments in the muon
detectors, requiring a position match in two orthogonal coordinates. The average identification
efficiency is approximately 76% for muons with p > 3 GeV I c in the range I cos Bl < 0.9, as used
in this analysis. Hadrons may fake prompt muons either by punch-through or sail-through or
by decaying in flight to muons. The average probability for a hadron to fake a prompt muon
is estimated to be 0.8% in the kinematic range used in this analysis (see section 5).

4

Reconstruction of the Ds meson

The strange charmed meson D. is reconstructed via the decays D; ---> rfnr:- and D; --+ K*°K-,
with branching ratios of (2.8±0.5)% and (2.6±0.5)%, respectively [15]. The ¢> is detected in
the K+K- mode, and the K*0 in the K+7!'- mode.
Each event is divided into jets. Tracks used in jet finding are required to fulfil certain quality
criteria: a measured distance of closest approach to the nominal e+e- interaction point of less
than 5 em in the x-y plane and 50 em in the z direction, at least 20 associated jet chamber
hits and a minimum momentum of 0.15 GeV I c transverse to the beam axis. Tracks satisfying
these criteria and energy clusters [11] in the electromagnetic calorimeter that are not associated
with charged tracks are used in the jet finding procedure. We use the scaled mass jet finding
algorithm of JADE [16], with the E0 recombination scheme [17] and a value of 0.04 for the jet
resolution parameter Ycut·
Two different selection criteria are used to select D. candidates. We first describe selection I,
which is used in the inclusive D. study to obtain optimal mass resolution of the D. signal and
to suppress the background. Tracks used to reconstruct the D, are required to have a minimum
transverse momentum of 0.3 GeVIc and at least 40 associated jet chamber hits, effectively
restricting the angular acceptance to Icos Bl < 0.94. The tracks are further required to have z
chamber measurements or z information obtained from the position of the last hit in the jet
chamber.
To define ¢>candidates, the invariant mass of pairs of oppositely cliarged tracks is calculated
assuming the kaon mass for each track. Both tracks are required to be positively identified as
kaons. For illustration purposes, the resulting K+K- invariant mass distribution is shown in
6

fig. la for K+K- pairs with total momenta greater than 6 GeV / c, where a</> signal is clearly
observed. A K+K- pair is considered to be a </> candidate if its invariant mass is between 1.005
and 1.035 GeV / c2 • To define K* 0 candidates, the invariant mass of pairs of oppositely charged
tracks is calculated, where the K+ and 7!"- are required to be consistent with their assumed
particle types and are assigned charged kaon and pion masses, respectively. Also for illustration
purposes, the invariant mass distribution for K+7r- pairs with total momenta greater than 6
GeV /cis shown in fig. lb, where a K* 0 peak is visible above a large background. A K+7r- pair
is considered to be a K*0 candidate if its invariant mass is between 0.845 and 0.945 GeV / c2 •
The </>candidates are combined with each track which is consistent with being a pion, and the
K* candidates are combined with each track which is positively identified as a kaon. Positive
identification is required in the latter case since Monte Carlo simulations show that the decay
n- --+ K*0 7r- will produce an enhancement around the D, mass if the 7!"- is misinterpreted as
a K-. In both studies the K+, K- and 7!"- are required to belong to the same jet and to form
a vertex in the x-y plane. The vertex requirement is 'estimated from the data to reject 20% of
random combinatorial background, with 97% efficiency for the D, according to Monte Carlo
simulations.
0

The differences between the angular distributions of D, decays and those of random combinations are used to suppress the combinatorial background. The D, is a spin 0 meson, and the
final states of both decay modes consist of a spin 1 ( </> or K* 0 ) vector meson and a spin 0 ( 7!"or K-) pseudoscalar meson. The D, signal is expected to have no dependence on cos Op, where
OP is the angle between the pseudoscalar meson direction in the rest frame of the D, and the
D, direction. The cos Op distribution of the K+K-7!"- combinations in the data, most of which
are random combinations, peaks at forward and backward directions. In addition, the cos Ov
distribution for D, decays is proportional to cos 2 Ov, where Ov is the angle between the final
state pseudoscalar meson from the decay of the vector meson and the D, in the rest frame of
the vector meson. On the other hand, the cos Ov distribution of the random K+K-7!"- combinations in the data is approximately flat. We therefore require cos Op < 0.8 and I cos Ov I > 0.4
for the </>71" mode. Similarly, we require I cos llvl < 0.65 and I cos Ovl > 0.6 for the K*°K mode.
The tighter selection criteria are introduced for the K*°K mode to reduce the combinatorial
background under the broad K* 0 resonance, and also because of the difference between the
angular distributions of the two D, decay modes. These requirements reject over 75% (85%) of
the random combinatorial background in the </>71"- (K*°K-) mode, as estimated from the data.
The efficiency of these requirements from Monte Carlo simulations is determined to be 84%
(51%) in the q,1r- (K*°K-) mode.
The invariant mass for K+K-7!"- combinations passing the above requirements is calculated.
We show in figs. 2a and 2b the invariant mass distributions of q,1r- and K*°K- combinations
with XKK" > 0.2, respectively, where XKK,. = PKK,. / Ebeam, PKK" is the momentum of the
K+K-71"- system and Ebeam is the beam energy. Enhancements around the D, mass are observed
in both distributions. The fits to the data of figs. 2a and 2b are described in section 6.
For the D, lepton correlation study, where the combinatorial background is lower due to
the high transverse momentum lepton in the event, we define selection II, which is optimised
for high efficiency. Here we also accept tracks for which the z coordinates are determined only
from charge division on the jet chamber wires and/or measurements in the vertex chamber
using the stereo wires. In the </>71"- mode the tra.cks forming the </> are required to be consistent
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with being kaons. For the K*°K- mode the same identification criteria as in selection I are
required. Furthermore, the reconstructed K+K-7!"- vertex is required to lie, in the x-y plane,
on the same side of the beam axis as the momentum vector of the K+K-1r- system. This last
criterion rejects 40% of random KK1r combinations with an estimated efficiency of 89% for the
decay D;- --> K*°K-.

Study of Ds lepton correlations

5

The Ds lepton event selection

5.1

The B~ is tagged through its semileptonic decay B~--> D;-£+vx. The K+K-7!"- combinations
selected by selection II (see section 4) are analysed together with lepton candidates. The
transverse momentum of each lepton candidate, PT, is calculated with respect to the axis of
the jet, where the lepton candidate track is included in the calculation of the jet axis.
In addition to semileptonic decays B~ _,-D;-C+vX there are other processes producing D;-£+
events. We have considered the following possible sources of background:
(1) Cascade decays of B 0 , B+ mesons: B --> D;-DX, D --> c+x, as depicted in fig. 3a,
where D is a nonstrange charmed meson.
(2) The decays of B 0 , B+ mesons: B--> D;-K£+vX, as illustrated in fig. 3b, where K is
any kaon.
(3) The decays B--> n-c+vx, n- -> K*0 1r-, part of which may fake aD;-£+ pair when
the pion is misidentified as a kaon.
(4) Random association of D;- mesons with genuine leptons other than the background
contributions listed above.
(5) Random association of D;- mesons with hadrons misidentified as leptons.
We use a Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the reconstruction efficiency for B~ --> D;- £+ vX
and to study these backgrounds. The JETSET 7.2 parton shower Monte Carlo generator
[18], with full detector simulation [19],.is used to simulate the decay Z0 --> bb as observed in
OPAL. The fragmentation is performed using the symmetric LUND fragmentation function
with parameters tuned to describe the inclusive distributions of hadronic Z0 decays [20]. The
B~ mass used in the Monte Carlo simulation is 5.48 GeVI c2 , which is consistent with theoretical
calculations [21].
The leptons and the D;- candidates are required to satisfy:
• p

•

> 3 GeVIc and PT > 1.2 GeVIc for the identified leptons,

XKK~

> 0.2,
8

• cos Bee> 0.6, and 3.2 < M(K+K-1r-i') < 5.5 GeVIc2 ,
where Bee is the opening angle between the lepton and the D;· candidate, and M(K+K-7r-i') is
the invariant mass of the K+K-1!"- i' system. The cut XKK,- > 0.2 removes 74% of random combinatorial background, as estimated from data, with 80% efficiency for the signal. The Monte
Carlo simulation indicates that the cos Bee cut is 99% efficient for B~ --+ D;;- e+ v X decays and
rejects 99% of D;;- lepton combinations where the D;;- and lepton have resulted from the decays
of different b hadrons in the same event. In fig. 4, the simulated lepton PT distributions are
shown for the signal and for backgrounds (1) and (2). The cut PT > 1.2 Ge VIc suppresses these
two backgrounds while retaining 60% of the semileptonic B~ decays. After the PT requirement
has been applied, the mass cut rejects 24% of random background combinations with only 3%
loss in efficiency forB~--+ D;;- f+vx events.
The K+K-1r- invariant mass distributions are shown in figs. 5a and 5b for ¢m-e+, K*°K- f+
and ,P1r- e-, K*°K- e-, respectively. An enhancement at the D;;- mass is observed in the ,P1r- e+,
K*°K- f+ combinations, but not in the ,P1r- c-, K*°K- e- combinations. A maximum likelihood
fit is performed to these mass distributions. The fit includes a Gaussian signal function with
fixed width of 22 MeV I c2 , as obtained by averaging the widths of the D, signals observed using
selection II in the ,Prr and K*°K channels. The fit further includes a second order polynomial background distribution, the shape of which is constrained to be the same for both the
(K+K-7r-)f+ and (K+K-7r-)R- combinations. The fit yields 19.2±5.2 D;;-e+ and 0.4±2.8 D;;-eevents, the latter being consistent with no observed signal. A variation of 0.6 D;;- f+ events is
found by changing the width of the Gaussian and the shape of the background distributions
used in the fit, which we quote as a systematic error due to the fitting procedure.

5.2

Estimate of backgrounds

The relative importance of backgrounds (1) and (2) has been investigated theoretically [6, 22].
It is expected that the rate for (2) is of the order of a few percent of the total B --+ D;;-X
rate. In addition, the decays B --+ D;-X and B --+ D;;-DX have been studied by experiments
performed at the T(4S) resonance [23, 24]. The measured D, momentum spectrum indicates
dominant contributions from two-body and three-body decays involving aD, and a nonstrange
charmed meson. More directly, the measured branching ratios for B --+ D;;-D account for a
large fraction of the inclusive rate for B--+ D;-X [23, 24]. In our estimation of background
contributions, we assume that B--+ D;-DX (background (1)) accounts for 80% of the inclusive
decays B --+ D;-X and the process shown in fig. 3b (backg;round (2)) accounts for the rest.
We use B(B --+ D;-X)·B(D;;- -+ ,P7r-)=(2.99±0.34) x 10- 3 , an average of recent measurements
from ARGUS and CLEO [23, 24], B(D;- --+ K*°K-)I B(D;- --> ,P7r-)=0.95±0.10 [15], and the
Standard Model value of 0.217 for r bbffhad [25], to estimate background contributions from
(1) and (2). Monte Carlo simulations predict less than 0.2 events at 90% confidence level (CL)
for background (1) and 0.4±0.1 events for background (2) in our data sample.
For background (3), about 32% of the decays B-+ n-e+vx, n- -+ K* 0 7r- will fall within
2 standard deviations of the D, mass if the pion is misidentified as a kaon. In the momentum
range of this 1r-, the misidentification probability with the positive identification criteria for a
kaon is about 10%. Assuming B(B--+ n-e+vX) = 4% [26]., B(D---> K* 0 1r-) = (1.7 ± 0.8)%
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[15], and that B+, B 0 mesons account for 80% of b hadrons produced in Z0 decays, we estimate
that background (3) will contribute 0.3±0.2 events to the D;- £+ combination in our data.
In addition to decays of B 0 and B+ mesons, the D. meson is expected to arise primarily
from the following processes: charm hadronisation and decays of excited charmed mesons in
Z0 -+ cc events and decays of the B~. We have estimated that background (4) contributes less
than 0.6 events at 90% CL using Monte Carlo samples of these three processes. We use the
data to estimate the contribution from background (5) in the following way. The region in the
K+K-7r- mass distribution between 1.92 and 2.02 GeV I c? is defined to be the D, signal region.
The region between 2.04 and 2.14 GeV I c2 is used as an estimate for combinatorial background
under the D, signal. The numbers of tracks that are not identified as leptons, but pass all other
kinematic and acceptance selection criteria for a lepton candidate, as listed in section 5.1, are
found to be 276 and 254 in the signal and the sideband regions, respectively. Subtracting the
number of tracks in the sideband from the signal region, we find 22±23 tracks associated with
the D, candidates. The known rates for a hadron to be misidentified as a lepton track are used
to predict a contribution of 0.2±0.2 D;- £+ events due to background (5). We also study the
Monte Carlo samples used for the evaluation of background (4); no candidate from background
(5) is found, resulting in a 90% CL upper limit of 0.6 events on background (5).
Table 1. Estimated background contributions to D;- c+
Estimated Contribution to D, £+

Source of Background
(1) B-+ D;-DX, D-+ c+x
(2) B ...... n;-w+Kx, w+ ...... c+v
(3) n- -+ K* 0 1r-, 1r- misidentified as K(4) Random D;--leptons
(5) D;- + fake lepton
Total

<0.2 at 90% CL
0.4±0.1
0.3±0.2
<0.6 at 90% CL
0.2±0.2
0.9±0.7

The estimated background contributions are summarised in table 1, where the numbers
inside the brackets correspond to the listing of sources of background given in section 5.1.
Summing the estimated contributions in table 1 and adding the errors and the 90% CL upper
limits in quadrature, we expect a total contribution of 0.9±0. 7 D;- £+ events from all the sources
of background.

5.3

Results

We subtract background contributions to D;- £+,as given in table 1, to find 18.3±5.2±0.9 events
forB~-+ D;-f+vX, where the second error is systematic and is obtained by adding in quadrature
the uncertainties in the fitting procedure used (±0.6 events) and in our background estimates
(±0.7 events).
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From Monte Carlo simulations of the analysis, the efficiency 3 for reconstructing
B~-+ D;;-R+vX, averaged over thee and p, channels, is found to be (13±1)% for D;;- -+ </J'lrand ¢-+ K+K-, and (8±1 )% for D;;- -+ K*°K- and K* 0 -+ K+1r-. The errors are due to the
Monte Carlo simulation statistics. Interpreting these events as a signal for B~ and correcting
for the branching ratios for¢-+ K+K- (0.49±0.01) and K*0 ·-+ K+1r- (213) [15] and the D;;-£+
reconstruction efficiencies, we measure
f(b-+ B~) · B(B~-+ D;;-R+vX) · B(D;;--+ </J1r-) = (3.9 ± l.l(stat.) ± 0.8(syst.)) x 10-\
where we use the ratio B(D;;--+ K*°K-)I B(D;;--+ <jJ1r-) to average the results from the two
modes, and where f(b-+ B~) is the B~ production rate per b quark in Z0 decays. The Standard
Model value for r bii/fhad is assumed. The systematic error is due to uncertainties in D;;reconstruction efficiency (16% ), the lepton identification efficiency (10% ), Monte Carlo statistics
(6%), uncertainties on Z0 -+ bb fragmentation (6%) and the fitting procedure together with the
background estimates (5%).

6

Study of inclusive Ds production

In this section the inclusive production of D, in Z0 decays is studied and the contributions from
known sources are estimated. The mass distributions of the K+K-1r- selected in section 4 using
selection I are shown in figs. 2a and 2b for the ¢1r and K*°K final states, respectively. Fits
are performed to the inclusive K+K-7r- distributions. The background is parametrised with a
second order polynomial function, and Gaussian functions are assumed for the D, and D mass
regions. The fit yields the numbers of D, mesons given in table 2, where the first error is statistical and the second error arises from the choice of different background parametrisations. The
fitted mass values for the D, are 1969±4 MeV I c2 in the </J7r mode and 1969±5 MeV I 2 in the
K*°K mode, in good agreement with the world average mass of the D, [15]. The fitted widths,
21±3 MeV12 for the ¢1r mode and 15±5 MeVIc2 for K*°K mode, are consistent with the expected detector resolution. Combining the two modes, we reconstruct 282±43(stat.)±15(syst.)
D, events.
The contributions to the observed D, events from c quark fragmentation and from B 0 and B+
decays are estimated from e+e- annihilation data taken at lower energy. The production rate of
D, from B+ and B 0 decays has been measured by ARGUS and CLEO, as discussed in section 5.
The production rate of D, from cc has been determined by the same experiments [24, 27]
a.t a. centre-of-mass energy of 10.5 GeV, below the threshold for B meson production. From
u( e+ e- -+ cc) calculated a.t the same energy [27] and assuming that the D, production is entirely
due to the fragmentation of primary c quarks, one can deduce f(c-+ D,) · B(D;;--+ <jJ1r-) =
(0.300 ± 0.045)%. Here f( c -+ D,) denotes the probability that a primary c quark picks up
a. strange quark from ss pairs produced in the colour field to form a. D., which we assume is
independent of the centre-of-mass energy [28].
To determine the detection efficiencies, assumptions a.re made on the decay rates of B
mesons. The Monte Carlo simulation for D, produced in B+ a.nd B 0 decays is based on the
3 Small

differences are noticed between the efficiencies for hadron identification, lepton identification and
charged particle tracking predicted by the Monte Carlo simulations and those determined from the data; corrections are made to these efficiencies to account for these differences.
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Bauer-Stech-Wirbel model [29] for two-body decays of B states. The fraction of two-body
decays has been fixed to be the combined ARGUS and CLEO result of (56.9±7.5)% [23, 24].
The remaining decays are assumed to be three-body decays with additional ?T, p and w in equal
proportions. This Monte Carlo model adequately describes the momentum distribution of the
D. produced in B decays at the Y(4S) [24].
In order to estimate a systematic error on the prediction for B+ and B0 decays into final
states containing a D, we vary the two-body decay fraction in the allowed range and include
that predicted by JETSET 7.2. The energy dependence of the fragmentation is parametrised
by the Peterson functional form [30] with tb in the range 0.0017 < tb < 0.0053. We also include
the prediction of the LUND symmetric scheme with Bowler modification [31] in estimating the
systematic error. The fraction of D. mesons passing the XKK~ > 0.2 criterion is determined to
be 0.78±0.11(syst.).
The fragmentation of c quarks has been studied by OPAL based on muons [32] and D*
mesons [33] produced in hadronic Z0 decays. In the following discussion, the possible difference in kinematics between the D* and the primary c hadrons produced in Z0 -+ cc events is
neglected. Averaging the nearly independent measurements of the mean fractional energy of
primary c hadrons, (xE}, gives (xi;;} = 0.52±0.02. The energy dependence of the fragmentation
is parametrised by the Peterson functional form with 0.06 < cc < 0.08 for the (xE) range given
above. The systematic error due to a variation in the conservative range 0.02 < cc < 0.12 is
small; larger variations occur in the case of the LUND symmetric scheme with and without
Bowler modification, which we have included in the systematic error. The fraction of D. mesons
passing the XKK~ > 0.2 criterion is determined to be 0.913±0.012(syst.).
The reconstruction efficiencies of selection I have been determined from the Monte Carlo
simulations for XKK~ > 0.2. The average detection efficiency for the D; -+ ¢m- -+ K+K-?rdecay is found to be (16.2±2.0)% and that for D; -+ K*°K-· -+ K+K-?r- is (12.9±1.8)%, not
including the branching ratios for the ¢ and K*0 decays. The errors on the efficiencies include a
systematic contribution due to the modelling of the dE/dx (6%) and the mass resolution (10%).
Both efficiencies show little dependence on the D. momentum.
Table 2 gives the estimates for the numbers of D. from primary c quarks and from B 0 , B+
mesons. We assume the Standard Model values of 0.172 for rccfrhad and of 0.217 for r bbffhad
[25] and take the probability to form a B0 orB+ from a primary b quark to be (80±20)% 4 •
Table 2. Contributions to inclusive D. signal

Data
Predicted D. from cc
Predicted D. from B+, B0
Excess

Number of events
in c/J?r channel
157±26(stat. )±13(syst.)
35±7(syst.)
31±10(syst.)
91 ± 32

Number of events
in K*°K channel
125±34(stat. )±8( syst.)
38±8(syst.)
31±11(syst.)
56± 38

Subtracting the predicted contributions from the observed numbers of Ds in the XKK,- > 0.2
range, we find an excess of events in each D. decay mode (see table 2). We add the numbers of
we subtract the estimate for the number of Ds from B0 and B+, the most conservative estimate
includes the possibility that no B~ or b-flavoured baryons are produced from primary b quarks.
4 Since
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D, in the ¢nr and K*°K modes from the data and subtract the sum of the predicted numbers
of D,, taking into account the correlated systematic errors. We thus determine the combined
excess of D, to be 147±48 events, corresponding to a 3 standard deviation effect. If we interpret
this excess as being entirely due to B~ --> D;;-X decays, we estimate

f(b--+ B~) · B(B~ -> D;;-X) · B(D;;- -> ,P1r-)

= (5.9 ± 1.9 ±

1.1) x 10- 3 •

Here a weighted average of the results for the D,-> ,P1r and D,-> K*°K channels is calculated,
using the measured ratio of the two decay rates. The Standard Model value for r bb/fhad is
assumed. The first error is the error on the combined number of excess D, events obtained
above. We have added a second systematic error which is due to the uncertainties in the
kinematic acceptance and detection efficiency for B~ -> D;;-X.
As a consistency check we construct the xo, distributions for the D, signal. The signal is
obtained by performing fits as described above to the K+K-7r- invariant mass distributions
for the ,P1r and K*°K decay channels in bins of XKK~· The x 0 , distributions for the ,P1r and
K*°K channels are shown in figs. 6a and 6b, respectively. Since the average momentum of D,
mesons from c quark fragmentation is higher than that from b quarks, the x 0 , distribution can
be used to estimate the fraction of D, from b hadrons. A fit is performed to the measured x 0 ,
distribution in the range 0.2 < xo, < 1.0 using the predicted shapes of the xo, distribution
for c-> Ds and b--t D,. Studies employing the Monte Carlo models described above show that
the xo, distribution from B~ decays differs little from that from B 0 or B+. Assuming both
distributions to be the same, this fit yields an estimate of the c-> D, contribution without
assuming the measured rate in [27]. The fit results in 52±2Ei c->D, events in the ,P1r channel
and 26±15 events in the K*°K channel, consistent with the estimates obtained by using the
ARGUS and CLEO measurements (in table 2). However, the error, which includes a systematic
component obtained by varying the models for c and b quark fragmentation as discussed above,
is larger.

7

Search for the decay B~ ~ J/1/J¢

We have also searched directly for the B~ in the decay channel B~-> Jj'lj;,P. The branching ratio
for this process has been calculated, for example, using the Bauer-Stech-Wirbel model [29] to
be 0.13% with a large uncertainty [8].
The selection of Jj..p candidates in the p+ J.t- and e+e- decay channels is similar to that
described in ref. [34]. The minimum momentum of the lepton candidates is 2 GeV /c. The
lepton identification procedure used here is not the same as in the rest of the paper. The two
leptons from the Jj..p decay are required to be no more than 60° apart. In the analysis, an
oppositely-signed lepton pair is taken to be a Jj'</; candidate if the di-lepton invariant mass is
in the range 2.95-3.30 GeV/c 2 for p+J.l- and 2.85-3.30 GeV/c2 for e+e-. The efficiencies
for detecting J/'</; mesons in these mass ranges are (40.5±4.5)% and (23.9±3.5)% for p+ J.l- and
e+e-, respectively. Approximately 120 J/'</; decays are found above an estimated background of
22 events.
The ,P candidates with a total momentum exceeding 4 GeV / c are selected as in section 4.
For highest efficiency, less stringent particle identification criteria are applied here. Tracks that
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are associated with less than 20 dE I dx measurements remain in the analysis without requiring
particle identification. For tracks with at least 20 dE I dx measurements the dE I dx values are
required to be compatible at the 98% CL with the expected value for kaons, if the measured
dE I dx value is higher than the expected value 5 •
The energy of the reconstructed B~ candidates is required to be at least 30% of the beam
energy. Once the J/'ljJ has been detected, the detection efficiency for </> --> K+K- from the decay
B~-> JI,P</> is found from Monte Carlo simulations to be (50.4±3. 7)%.
One event is found with a J/'ljJ¢> invariant mass greater than 5.0 GeVI c2 • The invariant
mass value is 5.36 Ge VI c2 • The resolution in the invariant mass is estimated by Monte Carlo
simulations to be 70 MeV I c2 • The B~ candidate carries 77% of the beam energy.
Using B(J/'IjJ-; J.L+ J.L-) = (5.97±0.25)% [15], assuming the same for the electron channel and
using the branching ratio for </> --> K+K-, we determine the combined efficiency for detecting
the decay chain B~-> J/'ljJ¢>--> f+f-K+K- to be (0.48±0.08)%, averaging over the electron and
muon channels. From the one observed B~ candidate, assuming the Standard Model value for
rbblrhad, we determine the upper limit f(b--> B~) · B(B~ -->J/'IjJ¢>) < 0.22% at the 90% CL.
Assuming f(b _, B~) = 12% and B(B~ ->J/'IjJ¢>) = 0.13% [8], we would expect 0.4 reconstructed
B~-> Jj,p¢> decays in our data sample.
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Summary of results and conclusions

Using 470628 hadronic Z0 decays collected with the OPAL detector, evidence is found for the
existence of the strange b-fiavoured meson B~. A signal of 18.3±5.2(stat.)±0.9(syst.) events
ascribed to B~ _, D,;-f+vx is observed. Combining the two decay modes of the D, and averaging over thee and J.L channels, the product branching ratio f(b _, B~) · B(B~--> D,;-f+vX) ·
B(D,;- _, </>1r-) is measured to be (3.9±l.l(stat.)±0.8(syst.))x10- 4 .
As a consistency check, we estimate f(b _, B~). We use B(D; --> </>7r-)=(2.8±0.5)%
[15] and assume B(B~ _, D,;- f+vX) =11% [15, 35]. The rate f(b--> B~) is estimated to be
(12.7±3.6±2.3)%, consistent with the expected rate [7]. The second error is due to the error
on the branching ratio D; _, ¢>1r-. We do not assign a systematic error due to the uncertainty
on B(B~--> D;f+vX).
The signal for B~-> D;£+vX is corroborated by an excess of 147 ± 48 inclusive D, mesons
beyond those expected from B 0 or B+ decays and from primary c quark fragmentation. If
we assume that this excess is entirely due to B~ _, D;X decays, we can estimate the product
branching ratio f(b--> B~) · B(B~--> D;X) · B(D; --> ¢>1r-) = (5.9 ± 1.9 ± 1.1) x 10- 3 . This
value is a weighted average of the ¢>1r and K*°K channels, using the measured ratio of the two
decay rates. The reconstructed xo, distributions are found to be consistent with the excess
originating from the decay B~-> D;X.
5 Since almost all kaon candidates have momenta exceeding 2 GeV/c, their expected dEfd:~: values are
lower than those of pions, which are the dominant background, and higher than those of protons of the same

momentum.
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A search is made for the exclusive decay B~-> Jf<P¢. One candidate event is found. We
determine the 90% CL upper limit of J(b-> B~) · B(B~ ->Jj.p¢) < 0.22%.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1.
(a) The invariant mass distribution of candidate K+K- pairs with total momenta greater than
6 GeVfc.
(b) The invariant mass distribution of candidate K+?r- pairs with total momenta greater than
6 GeVfc.
The ¢ signal is parametrised with two Gaussian functions of different widths, above a background distribution estimated using a 5th order polynomial function. The K+?r- invariant mass
distribution is fitted to a K* 0 signal form and a background distribution estimated using a 5th
order polynomial function. In both case, the dashed line represents the estimated background
distribution in the signal region.
Fig. 2.
(a) The ¢1r invariant mass distribution for XKKn > 0.2, where the ¢ is reconstructed in the
K+K- channel. Gaussian distributions are fitted to the D+ and D. mass regions.
(b) The K*°K invariant mass distribution for XKKn > 0.2, where the K* 0 is reconstructed in the
K+?r- channel. Gaussian distributions are fitted to the D+ and the D, mass regions.
The dashed lines are the estimated background distributions in the charm signal regions. The
solid line distributions include the charm signal contributions in addition to background contributions which are estimated using second order polynomial functions.
Fig. 3. Decay diagrams for:
(a) B-> D;D, and
(b) B-> D;e+vK, where the e+v pair originates from thew+ vertex.
Fig. 4. Lepton PT distributions for:
(a) B s0 - . D-e+vx·
'
,
(b) B-> D;D, D-. e+vx, and
(c) B-. D;e+vK, where the e+v pair originates from thew+ vertex.
These distributions are based on 1000 Monte Carlo events for each case. The cut
is applied and the leptons are identified.

XKK~

> 0.2

Fig. 5. Invariant mass distributions of ¢1r- and K*°K- for:
(a) K+K-1r-e+ combinations, and
(b) K+K-1r-e- combinations.
Fig. 6. Inclusive xn, distributions, normalised to one, for:
(a) ¢1r, and
(b) K*°K.
The solid dots represent the data. The shaded area represents the contributions from c-> D, and
the remaining area below the dashed line represents the contributions from b-.D, assuming
identical momentum distributions for B0 , B+ and B~.
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